SCENT DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR EDUCATION, RETAIL, CARE PROVIDERS, THE LEISURE AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRIES.
Welcome

Osborne Technologies Ltd are a leading national multi division technology company that manufactures a range of own brand market leading products.

Do you need help selecting the ideal scent delivery system and aromas?

Our sales teams will be happy to advise you about our solutions by giving you more information and answering your questions about our scent delivery systems and fragrances.

Call now
Customer satisfaction is our first priority, so whether you are just browsing through our catalogue to see what we have to offers, or you are looking for something specific because you know exactly what you need, please don’t hesitate to give us a call if you have any questions, comments or need further information.

Alternatively, why not visit our website, You can access the site for information or place an order 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
www.sensoryscent.co.uk
SensoryScent produce a range of reliable, affordable scent delivery systems with over 400 reformulated fragrances, available in our catalogue.

Our scent specialists can produce bespoke scents to suit your needs and will work with you to produce the aroma that meets your requirements. We can cater for any project however large or small.

Complementing our range of off the shelf scents we also offer a wide variety of scent nebulising machines. From simple canister based scents for that quick and instant burst to a multi aroma vaporising scent machine for constant scent delivery- we have the solution for you. Typical installations for our scent systems include retail outlets and other visitor attractions such as theme parks and museums, stage and theatre. Education establishments such as schools, colleges and universities also use SensoryScent as well as healthcare providers including care homes and rehabilitation centres.

Our huge range of aromas will add that extra touch of realism to your environment. They can be used to stimulate memory and bring past experience to life or just add that extra special effect. Whether you are looking for the aroma of freshly baked bread, a spring meadow, a summer sea breeze or something more dramatic such as a battlefield or ancient historic village- we have a fragrance for you.

If you can’t see what you’re looking for in our catalogue of off the shelf scents please do not hesitate to contact us. Our scent specialists will be happy to discuss your requirements, provide a wealth of knowledge, excellent customer service and the best scent delivery solutions on the market.

“I would have no hesitation offering SensoryScent to others. The service provided was excellent. From the initial conversation Matt was enthusiastic, accommodating and on hand to offer specialist knowledge and advise to help us navigate what was, from the off, a remarkable complex project.”

Jo Barratt, Vetyver
Scent Machines

Aerosol Dispenser

The simplest affordable way to add a professional scent system into your building.

An advanced solution for dispensing scent with an electronic solenoid valve rather than the traditional hammer and cog. This handy solution can be used to dispense any of the 400 aerosol scents listed in our catalogue.

With simple set up and maintenance the dispenser is battery powered however can also be adapted to a 12V power supply as an alternative option.

The SensoryScent aerosol dispenser also has a built in timer and control panel which enables you to control the intervals between sprays, strength of dosage and a day/night/24 hour setting including built in photocell for your convenience.

“I was so impressed at how well it worked, and how quickly it was able to change - it has such tremendous potential in interactive spaces and narrative design. What you are doing is so far above anything similar I’ve come across.”

Laura Trevail - The Society of Wonders
Developed by SensoryScent, The MultiScent Mini nebulising system is our compact solution that shares all the benefits of our single scent range, but with up to four additional scents making it a Five in One solution.

The system includes DMX and USB control, a 4.3” LED touchscreen panel to adjust time, sequence and intensity and can be installed with most HVAC systems.

The MultiScent Mini has a fragrance coverage of up to 500m²

The easy to change aluminium bottles contain 120ml of fragrance oil and are refillable for your convenience.
MultiScent Maxi

Our largest scent dispenser to date, The MultiScent Maxi shares all the benefits of the MultiScent Mini including the DMX and 4.3” LED touchscreen, but on a much larger scale. The additional feature includes a USB interface with software to control the unit from a laptop or PC for your convenience.

Perfect for large areas, the high powered fan enables a fragrance coverage of up to 5000m². As with the MultiScent Mini, the touchscreen panel enables you to alternate between five different scents, controlling time, intensity and sequence. The easy to change aluminium bottles contain 500ml of fragrance oil and are refillable.

MultiScent Maxi can also be installed with most HVAC systems making it ideal for places such as theme parks, museums, theatres, exhibition halls and many more.

Power source: Electrical
Certification: CE, EMC, RoHS, FCC, ROHS, FCC
Area: 3500-5000m²
Model Name: MultiScent Maxi
Material: Steel
Weight: 20KG
Type: nanotechnology
Capacity (CFM): 5000
Power: 5W
Size: W343*D585*H330mm
Volume: <80dbA
Oil Capacity: 5x 500ml
Voltage (V): 230
Scent Machines

- Work alone covering 100-200 cubic metres
- CE FCC ROSH Certification
- 24 hours on/off timing by you
- Spread uniformly and rapidly
- Automatic mode comfortable and enjoyable
- Ultra-quiet design, chic appearance
- The normal temperature atomization natural and pure
- Fragrance distributed evenly, lasting
- Advanced nanotechnology make essential oil particles more exquisite, no residues
- Adjustable concentration of aroma easy to control
- Professional quality assurance

SensoryScent 200

SensoryScent 200 is a professional scent delivery machine which diffuses aromatic scents around the atmosphere using advanced nanotechnology. The scent delivery system features a diffuser which covers 100-200 cubic metres of space ensuring that the fragrance travels across a large area. SensoryScent 200 features an ultra-quiet design with the ability to adjust the concentration of aroma being distributed.

Scents spread evenly to produce a highly aromatic experience which remains long-lasting from each distribution of fragrance. The machine is CE, FCC and RoHS certified to ensure the products meet official regulations and each and every machine manufactured is quality controlled and assured. The product displays an aesthetically pleasing appearance producing a modern and contemporary accessory to any room.

Power source: Electrical
Certification: CE, EMC, RoHS, FCC, ROHS, FCC
Voltage (V): 12
Area 200m2
Model Name: SensoryScent 200
Material: Alloy
Weight: 1.06KG
Type: nanotechnology
Capacity (CFM): 160
Power: 5W
Size: D64*H300mm
Volume: <20dba
Oil Capacity: 120ml
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Scent Machines

SensoryScent 300

SensoryScent 300 is another scent machine in our exclusive range constructed with steel to create a sleek yet durable finish to the product. The scent machine is easy-to-use allowing the operator to replace the refined oils rapidly. The contemporary design features a fragrance distributor ensuring that scents are dispersed fluently through the air with an even coverage of a distance up to 200-300 cubic metres.

Electrically powered using state-of-the-art nanotechnology, the low-noise machine has an abundance of great features. The machine allows you to adjust the concentration of aroma being distributed as well as setting the scent delivery system to turn on/off with a twenty four hour timer and an automatic control. The design allows the user to connect to HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning) and it has temperature atomisation to maintain normal and comfortable surroundings. The diffused aromatic scents remain long-lasting from each distribution of fragrance.

Ensuring that the product meets official regulations SensoryScent 300 is CE, EMC, RoHS and FCC certified and every scent machine manufactured is quality controlled and assured to make sure the best possible quality is being maintained. The product has a professional, up-to-date appearance producing a modern and contemporary accessory to any room.

Connect to HVAC covering 200 - 300 cubic metres of space
CE FCC ROSH Certification
24 hours on / off timing by you
Automatic mode comfortable and enjoyable
Ultra quiet design and presentable
The normal temperature atomization natural and pure
Fragrance distributed evenly, lasting
Advanced nanotechnology make essential oil particles more exquisite, no residues
Adjustable concentration of aroma easy to control
Professional quality assurance

Power source: Electrical
Type: nanotechnology
Certification: CE, EMC, RoHS, FCC, ROSH, FCC
Capacity (CFM): 300m²
Voltage (V): 12
Power: 5W
Area 300m²
Model Number: OTL318
Model Name: SensoryScent300
Size: W170*D64*H230mm
Material: Steel
Volume: <40dba
Weight 1.95KG
Oil Capacity: 150ml
Scent Machines

- Connect to HVAC work alone, covering 500-600 cubic metres
- CE FCC ROHS Certification
- 24 hours on/off timing by you
- Spread uniformly and rapidly
- Automatic mode comfortable and enjoyable
- Ultra-quiet design professional appearance
- The normal temperature atomization natural and pure
- Fragrance distributed evenly, lasting
- Advanced nanotechnology make essential oil particles more exquisite, no residues
- Adjustable concentration of aroma easy to control
- Professional quality assurance

**SensoryScent 600**

The electrically powered SensoryScent 600 allows for a large oil capacity of 500ml. Its steel construction creates a robust and professional looking design. Contemporary nanotechnology is used in the production of the scent delivery system to focus on the oil particles creating a more concise and exquisite aromatic experience. After a scent has been diffused it can be instantly detected by the senses as it spreads evenly through the atmosphere spanning over 500-600 cubic metres of space. Scents remain prominent, pure and natural throughout each distribution of fragrance with no residues or harsh oils in the air. Professional in appearance the design is extremely easy to operate and sleek aluminium bottles containing refined oils can be changed quickly.

Adjusting the concentration of aroma is simple and with a quiet, low-noise design the system is barely audible. Bespoke features of the SensoryScent 600 include being able to set the machine to turn on/off with a twenty four hour timer and an automatic control as well as the ability to connect the machine to HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning).

SensoryScent 600 is CE, EMC, RoHS and FCC certified to conform to official regulations with each scent machine monitored carefully with quality control and assurance. With a polished, high end appearance this scent delivery machine will fit in perfectly within any establishment.

**Power source:** Electrical
**Type:** nanotechnology
**Certification:** CE, EMC, RoHS, FCC, ROHS, FCC
**Capacity (CFM):** 800
**Voltage (V):** 12
**Power:** 5W
**Area:** 600m²
**Model Number:** OTL202
**Model Name:** SensoryScent600
**Size:** W260*D110*H310mm
**Material:** Steel
**Volume:** <20dba
**Weight:** 4.5KG
**Oil Capacity:** 500ml

[www.sensoryscent.co.uk](http://www.sensoryscent.co.uk)
Scent Machines

SensoryScent 3000

SensoryScent 3000 is a scent machine using advanced nanotechnology to distribute scents which are stimulating to the senses. With a CFM (cubic feet per minute) of 3000, it shows just how powerful the scent distributor is in this scent delivery machine. The aromas can travel as far as 5000 cubic metres allowing the fragrances to reach a vast amount of space, ideal for industries such as theme parks, cinemas and theatres to produce a truly immersive and mesmerising experience.

The system has stylish aesthetics which could be discretely placed in any area along with a virtually silent design so that the scents can appear without any knowledge of where they came from. The distribution of the aromas spread through the atmosphere evenly and can be identified throughout the time between each diffusion. The scent delivery system is easily operated with simple buttons to adjust the settings and refined oils can be rapidly replaced so valuable time is not wasted. If the concentration of oils needs to be altered this can be quickly achieved and with a 24 hour on/off timer the scents can be diffused at times which suit you. If it is easier to keep the SensoryScent 3000 on an automatic mode this is also an option. HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning) can be connected up to the product to allow a flow of scent through these appliances.

Each of our scent machines are monitored and carefully checked to ensure quality assurance and certification that the product covers official regulations is shown by the CE, EMC, RoHS and FCC markings. The SensoryScent 3000 is one of the latest in our scent machines range and would be perfect for a variety of industries.

0800 037 2904
SensoryScent 5000 is a scent machine using advanced nanotechnology to distribute scents which are stimulating to the senses. With a CFM (cubic feet per minute) of 5000, it shows just how powerful the scent distributor in this scent delivery machine really is. The aromas will travel to this impressive distance allowing the fragrances to reach a vast amount of space. SensoryScent 5000 is ideal for industries such as theme parks, cinemas and theatres to produce a truly immersive and fascinating experience.

The system has stylish aesthetics which could be discretely placed in any area. Almost silent in its design, the distribution of the aromas spread through the atmosphere evenly and can be easily identified within the time between each diffusion. The scent delivery system is easily operated with simple buttons to adjust the settings and refined oils can be rapidly replaced. If the concentration of oils needs to be altered this can be quickly achieved and with a 24 hour on/off timer the scents can be diffused at times which suit you. For your convenience the SensoryScent 5000 can be operated in automatic mode as an additional option. HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning) can be connected up to the product to allow a flow of scent through these appliances.

Each of our scent machines are monitored and carefully checked to ensure quality assurance and certification that the product covers official regulations as shown by the CE, EMC, RoHS and FCC markings.
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Our scent specialists are passionate about making scents as realistic as possible. Education establishments such as schools, colleges and universities all use SensoryScent. Our huge range of aromas will add that extra touch of realism to your environment. They can be used to stimulate memory and bring past experience to life or just add that extra special effect. In education, teachers are now encouraging the use of scent as part of the curriculum in order to bring subjects like History and English to life.

Events in our history such as the blitz and the Second World War are now starting to move out of ‘living memory’. The smell of burning metal, dust and rubble as part of the recollection of this period can ignite imagination and encourage pupils to write creatively and ‘from experience’. Some healthcare providers including the NHS, care homes and rehabilitation centres are also using SensoryScent in a wide variety of ways. The NHS use our scents when training members of staff for example, in A&E departments in order to create realistic effects in roleplay, reconstructions and to prepare them for the real life scenarios they will eventually face.

Did you know that scent is your strongest link to memory? Dementia and Alzheimer’s is an extremely isolating disease and SensoryScent uses a wide range of fragrances to bring people who suffer with this illness back to a place with which they can identify, recall memories and in turn, find a safe haven. Care homes which specialise in the treatment of patients with these conditions are benefitting greatly by using scent to help their patients to recall memories.

Depending on the stage of progression that the patient maybe at with their condition, it could also help them to remember to perform the daily functions that we ourselves take for granted, such as having a drink of water or sitting down to eat a meal.

SensoryScent run numerous scent promotions throughout the year, ideal for projects on a budget! Just visit www.sensoryscent.co.uk and check out our fantastic value for money offers!
Scent & Aromas

Animal

Badger Droppings:
A really earthy and musty aroma of badger faeces.

Bat:
Musty and tangy aroma of a cave filled with nocturnal creatures.

Big Cat Scent Marking:
The pungent scent of a large cat spray.

Chinchilla:
An incredibly realistic aroma of the chinchilla in its natural habitat.

Elephant:
A realistic scent of elephant dung.

Fox:
The musky aroma of the UK’s most famous predator in its natural surroundings.

Horses/Stables:
This scent gives a realistic aroma of horses and stables.

Otter Droppings:
A strong fish content within an underlying musty note.

Penguin Droppings:
This is a fishy faeces which is as close as you can get to the real thing.

Penguin Enclosure:
This aroma will take you back to the aquarium with a realistic smell of the zoo.

Penguin Vomit:
A mixture of vomit and krill give this aroma a distinctive and lasting impression.

Skunk:
The pungent scent given off by a defensive skunk.

Engage children by creating a more immersive experience within your lesson.

Take your pupils and students back in time to the Victorian era or the Second World War and encourage them to learn from experience rather than just what they might read in a textbook. Coupled with a video or even simple slide shows adding a scent will create that added level of realism to engage learners.

SensoryScent can help bring the learning experience to life by adding an extra dimension to any topic. Particularly useful when trying to stimulate the imagination or when delivering abstract topics. The smell of burning and cordite is a great addition to a lesson for example the Blitz.

Contact us for more information.
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Scent & Aromas

**Tarantula:**
A smell that can be linked to this amazing arachnid.

**Wild Stag:**
A dark, musky aroma with a rich depth of tones.

**Wolf:**
The smell of a fierce predator setting about it’s prey.

**Zebra:**
A dry, musty aroma which is just what you would expect from these African equids.

**Burning**

**Blacksmith:**
The smell of molten metal before it is struck on an anvil.

**Burning Peat:**
The sweet smell of smouldering peat and rich earthy smoke.

**Burning Plane:**
A realistic scent of a burning fuselage.

**Burning Witch:**
Burning flesh with wood smoke from burning at the stake.

**Burnt Wood:**
The scent of wood once it has burnt out with no smoke.

**Havana Cigar:**
The classical scent of cigar and pipe tobacco before smoking.

**Fireworks:**
The scent of used fireworks with a smoky hint.

**Wood Smoke:**
The scent of a forest fire in full momentum.

**Chocolate**

**Chocolate:**
Strong, indulgent and mouth-wateringly realistic.

**Chocolate (Mint):**
Our chocolate aroma with a hint of mint.

**Chocolate (Orange):**
A scent very similar to famous brand names.

If you can’t see what you’re looking for in our catalogue of off-the-shelf scents, please don’t hesitate to contact us as our scent specialists will be happy to discuss your requirements and formulate a bespoke fragrance to suit your requirements.
Double Chocolate Delight: 
Super indulgent with deep and rich notes.

Christmas

Christmas: 
A scent that will instantly remind you of Christmas with cinnamon, orange, apple and warm fruit cake.

Christmas Apple: 
A warm, sweet and spicy aroma.
Christmas Berries: 
A mixed scent with different black and red berry fruity aromas.

Christmas Pudding: 
As close as you will ever get to the scent of a rich Christmas pudding.

Christmas Time: 
A strong nostalgic scent which blends the perfect mix of Christmas spices and smells.

Christmas Tree: 
The natural woodland scent of pine as you would find with a real Christmas tree.

Myrrh: 
This is a damp woody scent with hints of wild mushrooms and sweet undertones.

Orange & Cinnamon: 
A mixture of Seville orange with spicy cinnamon.

Yuletide: 
A scent that will instantly remind you of Christmas with cinnamon, orange, apple and warm fruit cake.
**Scent & Aromas**

**Frankincense:**
A spicy balsamic fragrance with a hint of lemon and a conifer like undertone.

**Exotic Holidays**

**Caribbean Hideaway:**
An overwhelming scent of exotic fruits with melon being a key note.

**Coco-mango:**
A generous blend of coconut and mango to give it a fruity kick.

**Coconut:**
A subtle and relaxing aroma of freshly cracked coconuts.

**Hawaiian:**
A strong note of pineapple and mango which is very sweet.

**Sun Tan Lotion:**
An aroma that was developed for use in travel agents to bring the thought of a holiday much closer.

**Tropical Beach:**
This scent is a mixture of suntan lotion and exotic fruits.

**Fruit & Vegetables**

**Apples Green:**
A strong, sweet aroma of a freshly sliced green apple.

**Apples Red:**
A sweet, subtle aroma of the red apple.

**Blackberry:**
The scent of freshly picked blackberries.

**Blackcurrant:**
A strong yet sweet scent of blackcurrant berries.

**Cabbage:**
This aroma gives the pungent scent of boiled and chilled cabbage.

**Carrot:**
This sweet and earthy scent has the mixture of the vegetable freshly pulled from the ground.

**Celery:**
This aroma is the smell of freshly chopped celery.
Scent & Aromas

**Cranberry:**
Sweet and fresh scent of the raw fruit.

**Grapefruit:**
A zesty, bitter sweet scent with citrus under notes.

**Lime:**
Sharp fragrance with subtle undertones. Perfect with Gin!

**Lychee:**
This not so well known Asian fruit has a sweet and sharp scent.

**Melon:**
The scent of honeydew melon, fresh and fruity.

**Onion:**
This is a very strong aroma of onions, which is more towards boiled onions than fresh.

**Orange:**
A juicy aroma with subtle citrus notes.

**Pineapple:**
A tangy and sweet aroma like a freshly cut pineapple.

**Raspberry:**
A mellow tone very close to the raw fruit.

**Rhubarb:**
Bitter and sweet aroma just like the real thing.

**Strawberry:**
A subtle and easily recognisable fruity aroma.

**Tomato Plant:**
A scent of the green plant rather than the fruit. Similar to the scent of Grandad's green house.

**Tropical:**
A blend of exotic fruits like a tropical juice.
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## Scent & Aromas

### Watermelon:
A mouth-watering sweet summer time fragrance.

### Herbs & Spices

**Aloe Vera:**
A realistic creation of the raw oils extracted from this plant.

**Basil:**
This is the scent of fresh basil that has just been washed and chopped.

**Bergamot:**
This aroma is relaxing and proven to help ease stress and anxiety.

**Black Pepper:**
A scent which is very close to freshly ground black pepper.

**Cannabis:**
This aroma is said to smell the same as a cannabis plant in growth.

**Cardamom:**
A scent with very aromatic notes and a hint of spice.

**Cedar Wood:**
This aroma is very woody and earthy with a slight hint of citrus.

**Chamomile:**
A soothing and calming aroma with holistic benefits.

**Chilli Pepper:**
A spicy top note and very realistic characteristics of fresh chillies.

**Cinnamon:**
A warming scent very much like the raw spice.

**Clove Oil:**
This is a very complex spicy and slightly sweet aroma with an earthy undertone.

**Coriander:**
The herb that originates from the seed of the cilantro plant is a fresh yet pungent scent.

**Cumin:**
The scent of homemade chilli and tacos. Cumin is one of the main spices in chili so expect a Mexican hint to this scent.

**Garden Mint:**
Strong and minty, like the scent you get from rubbing mint leaves.

If you can’t see what you’re looking for in our catalogue of off-the-shelf scents, please don’t hesitate to contact us as our scent specialists will be happy to discuss your requirements and formulate a bespoke fragrance to suit your requirements.

**0800 037 2904**
Scent & Aromas

**Ginger:**
The warming scent of freshly chopped ginger root.

**Garlic:**
This is a very strong noted fragrance which is well used along side other scents to set scenes of eateries.

**Ginseng:**
This ancient root used widely in Chinese medicine has a woody and very earthy scent.

**Menthol:**
A scent that is quite strong and distinctive Chinese menthol crystals add a real kick in this blend.

**Mixed Spice:**
A mixture of a number of spices with a strong asiatic note of cumin.

**Nutmeg:**
A unique scent with hints of cinnamon but without the spice.

**Rosemary:**
An old fashioned reminiscing scent of fresh cut rosemary.

**Sage:**
A smooth and mellow herb fragrance.

**Turpentine:**
The chemical tone of turps.

## House products

**Alpine Laundry Powder:**
This scent has a very strong top note and smells just like freshly washed laundry.

**Carbolic Soap:**
The memory inducing smell of the pink block of soap often scrubbed in with a loofah.
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Scent & Aromas

Fabric Softener:
This aroma is soft and subtle with soothing aromas just like freshly washed and dried laundry.

Furniture Polish:
A strong aroma with hints of bee’s wax and polish.

Hand Soap:
A strong yet subtle scent of a fresh bar of soap.

Lemon Cream Cleaner:
This is a very familiar scent to those who use a well-known lemon cream cleaner.

Soap Suds:
This aroma is unmistakable and smells just like washing up liquid.

Spring Clean:
A mixture of fabric softener, alpine laundry and lemon cream cleaner give a perfect scent of that busy day.

Toothpaste:
A strong and lasting aroma that is identical to mint toothpaste.

Incense

Church Incense:
The strongest of our incense range with a reminiscing scent of a religious service.

Cloisters:
This is the scent you get in a convent or cathedral.

Incense:
A spicy and warm aroma with subtle undertones and a strong top note.

Nag Champa:
A continental incense with a sweet and woody/earthy scent.

Industrial Revolution

Boiler Room:
A strong and potent aroma of oil, steam and grease.

Coal Fire:
A strong reminiscing scent of a hot coal fire.

Coal Gas:
A strong scent of coal gas that smells similar to burnt wood or rocks.
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Scent & Aromas

**Coal Pit:**
A scent created to smell like an old mine, dirty and sooty.

**Coal Soot:**
A scent of chimney soot with strong tones.

**Factory:**
This aroma has strong scents of oil, smoke and metallic hints.

**Iron Smelting:**
A strong aroma of smelting iron which is very metallic and almost warm.

**Machine Oil:**
A thick and dense scent of old machine oil and oily cloths.

**Victorian Street:**
This aroma has a strong scent of pollution and poor hygiene.

**Kitchen Favourites**

**Bacon:**
This aroma hone in on the scent of a bacon joint.

**Beef:**
A very meaty scent that is a mixture of Bovril and a cooked beef joint.

**Biscuit:**
This aroma has a strong scent of digestive biscuit.

**Blue Cheese:**
A very pungent aroma with very high and long lasting nutty and earthy notes.

**Butter Cream:**
A sweet and indulgent scent of fresh frosting.
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Buttered Popcorn:
A realistic, pleasant scent of popcorn with buttery undertones.

Cake Shop:
Strong and sweet with vanilla and cinnamon blended alongside delicate pastries.

Cereal:
This is extremely like a flaked maize cereal which is very well known.

Cheddar Cheese:
A strong and powerful aroma of mature cheddar.

Cookie:
The scent of cookie dough with chocolate chips.

Curry:
A strong aroma with hints of garam masala and turmeric to make this scent stand out.

Fresh Baked:
A scent that is known to lift moods and also help sell your house. Our crusty bread aroma smells just like the crust on a fresh cob.

Fruit Cake:
This rich and fruity blend is identical to a fresh fruit cake.

Game Pie:
The smell of hot game, gravy mixture and savoury pastry.

Gingerbread:
A deep and warm scent with strong hints of ginger.

Grannie’s Kitchen:
Aromas don’t get much better than this! A nostalgic journey back to Grandma’s kitchen with fruit pies baking in the oven and hints of vanilla and cinnamon.

Hazelnut:
This creamy, nutty and smooth aroma is similar to hazelnut paste.

Hot Apple Pie:
A hearty apple pie with strong notes of cinnamon and vanilla undertones.

Marzipan:
A sweet and pleasing scent with strong, nutty almond top notes.

If you can’t see what you’re looking for in our catalogue of off-the-shelf scents, please don’t hesitate to contact us as our scent specialists will be happy to discuss your requirements and formulate a bespoke fragrance to suit your requirements.
**Scent & Aromas**

**Peanut:**
Very nutty and realistic. It can be used for the scent of peanuts or peanut butter.

**Roast Chicken:**
A very savoury scent of roast chicken.

**Shea Butter:**
A scent that is found in cosmetics and food recipes naturally sustained from the nuts of the shea tree.

**Smoky Bacon Crisps:**
Smoky and meaty with savoury overtones.

**Tea Leaf:**
An aroma of the tea plant rather than a cup of tea with a mild aromatic tone.

**Thai Food:**
This aroma has notes of lemon grass, chillies and ginger with a hint of garlic.

**Lost world**

**Dinosaur:**
As close as we can get through the perception of scent dating back to a prehistoric time.

**Mummy (Egyptian):**
The musty aroma notes bring to life the image of a dried out, dusty ancient embalming process.

**Medical**

**Antiseptic:**
A realistic scent of antiseptic fluid.

**Dentist:**
The sterile scent of a dentist’s practice.
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Hospital (Present):
The sterile and clean scent of a modern hospital.

Hospital (Past):
A strong and powerful scent of surgical procedures with hints of antiseptic and iodine.

Memories

Cuban Cigar Smoke:
A whole hearted fragrance of this divine cigar.

Cigarette Ash:
A slightly damp smell of burnt out cigarettes.

Home Sweet Home:
A scent based around an American home. Very sweet and deep.

Leather:
The deep, luxurious scent of freshly manufactured leather garments.

Leather Cream:
This scent is very similar to the scent of a new car with treated leather interior.

Leather/Hide:
The scent of leather hides in a tannery

Mahogany:
A deep and indulgent aroma with a subtle undertone of fruit.

Pencil Shavings:
The crisp scent of fresh pencil shavings.

Tobacco Leaf:
This is the aroma of the freshly dried leaf, rich and sweet.

Victorian Lavender:
The scent of lavender with extra depth and sophistication.

Nasty Smell

Dirty Linen:
A strong scent of sweat and festering dirty laundry.

Dragons Breath:
The synthetic mixture of hydrogen, sulphide, methyl, mercaptan and dimethyl sulphide.

0800 037 2904
**Scent & Aromas**

**Flatulence:**  
A strong gassy aroma with a slightly vegetable stench.

**Manure:**  
A pungent earthy aroma with strong notes of manure.

**Rubbish Acrid:**  
A strong scent of decaying rubbish with a hint of methane.

**Rotten Egg:**  
A very strong and pungent scent with a strong top note of rotten eggs.

**Pollution:**  
A congested, smoky and acrid scent.

**Sweaty Feet:**  
A strong and sickening scent of sweat drenched socks.

**Urine:**  
This aroma has a strong scent with a stale smell of a disused pub/club toilet.

**Vomit:**  
A sickly stench with an almost warm scent with hints of rotten cheese.

**Natural World**

**Farmyard:**  
A strong and powerful blend of hay and manure with slightly earthy and musty undertones.

**Honey:**  
A sweet and subtle fragrance of organic honey.

**Methane:**  
A very musty and almost damp aroma of methane with strong top notes.
Scent & Aromas

**Old River:**
A strong stagnant scent with earthy tones of muddy banks.

**Volcano:**
A strong sulphurus scent of molten rock and volcanic ash.

**People**

**Aftershave:**
A well known fragrance similar to popular aftershaves.

**Aristocrat:**
A deep, characteristic scent of an upper-class male.

**Baby Powder:**
The crisp scent of fresh talc.

**Diva’s Dressing Room:**
A mixture of talc, hints of lavender and perfume.

**Practical Man:**
A spicy aroma with depth and a long lasting pleasant scent.

**Pirates & War**

**Anderson Shelter:**
This scent was designed to re-create the smell of a war time underground bunker.

**Cannon:**
The scent of an old cannon with a blend of gun powder and a metallic twist.

**Gun Smoke:**
A strong and pungent aroma of clouds of thick smoke from rapid gun fire.

**Japanese POW:**
A damp and musty scent with hints of sweat from being contained in poor conditions.

**Mano’War:**
A strong scent of sweat and bad hygiene with earthy and musty notes.

**Musty:**
A scent similar to an old damp cellar.

**Old Trawler (Ship):**
This aroma has the scent of old wood and salty sea water.

If you can’t see what you’re looking for in our catalogue of off-the-shelf scents, please don’t hesitate to contact us as our scent specialists will be happy to discuss your requirements and formulate a bespoke fragrance to suit your requirements.
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**Phosgene Gas:**
A strong and pungent scent of phosgene gas first used shortly after September 1915. This gas proved more powerful than chlorine gas as more of the gas was inhaled due to the soldiers not coughing and therefore inhaling more.

**Rope/Tar:**
A thick and deep concentrate with an oily tar scent.

**Rum Barrel:**
A woody and earthy aroma with a top note of rum.

**Smugglers:**
A pungent scent with many layers and a fishy tone that is noticeable.

**Ship’s Cannon:**
The dense oil with strong notes of gunpowder and acrid smoke.

**Street Bomb:**
This aroma was designed to re-create the smell of the blitz.

**Street 1930’s:**
The scent of air pollution after the war as the great depression set in.

**Underground:**
This scent was designed to re-create the smell of a war time underground bunker.

**Pubs & Bars**

**Amaretto:**
An Italian liqueur with unmistakable almond tones.

**Brandy:**
A subtle, sweet and smoky aroma with hints of the alcohol coming through.
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**Brewery:**
A strong scent of yeast, barley and hops.

**Gin:**
This scent has a spice and herb mix with the juniper berries really standing out.

**Irish Cream:**
A whisky scent with sweet and spicy notes melting into cream.

**Mulled Wine:**
A warm and spicy aroma with hints of cinnamon.

**Peach Schnapps:**
A sweet and fruity aroma with a fermented alcohol undertone.

**Pina Colada:**
This aroma has strong pineapple and coconut roots with a hint of vodka.

**Rum:**
A strong alcoholic scent followed by the warm scent of molasses.

**Sweet Sherry:**
A strong yet sweet aroma with a warm alcoholic presence.

**Village Inn:**
Old furniture with real ale mixed with a musty and damp undertone.

**Whisky:**
A deep, woody and smoky aroma that is unmistakably from the highlands.

**Whisky & Cola**
The deep notes from the whisky complemented by a sweet top note.

**Sea, Rivers and Fish**

**Fish:**
A subtle fish scent aimed as a teaching aid during sea life research.

**Fish Market:**
A strong and powerful aroma that smells just like an indoor fish market.

**Herring:**
A smoky and salty blend with a subtle hint of wood.
Riverbank:
A damp and earthy scent of a wet riverside.

Rock Pools:
A salty and mildly fishy scent.

Sea Breeze:
The brisk and salty sea breeze.

Sea Mineral:
A deep and long lasting aroma with hints of salt and sand.

Sea Shore:
The scent of fresh waves crashing down on a golden sandy beach.

The Sea:
A deep and long lasting aroma with hints of salt and sand.

Spa day

Almonds:
This is a strong scent that is very close to almond paste.

Cucumber & Lime:
A crisp and refreshing aroma with a citrus twist.

Eucalyptus:
A fresh, crisp and cool scent with a powerful top note.

Lemon, Eucalyptus & Mint:
A mixture of our very own lemon, eucalyptus and mint that is cool and refreshing.

Lily & Rice Flower:
A soothing, light blend with a floral background.

Lotus Blossom:
A subtle and enchanting aroma with a sweet top note.
Scent & Aromas

**Peppermint:**
The crisp scent of peppermint with a long lasting presence in the air.

**Sandalwood:**
A deep and earthy undertone within this aroma makes it a truly grounding scent.

**Tea Tree Oil:**
A sharp and pine like undertone with a menthol hint to the top note.

**Sporting Life**

**Football Pitch:**
A scent very popular with sports fans and sports museums with a strong grassy/earthy tone.

**Racing Car:**
A race car pit lane with the scent of fuel, rubber, oil and a metallic edge.

**Sports Changing Room:**
A blend of a sports rub, grass and earth.

**Sports Rub:**
A strong and pungent aroma of deep heat.

**Trophy Room:**
The smell of metal cups and polish.

**Soft Drinks**

**Cappuccino:**
This aroma focuses on the blend of coffee with a hint of cocoa powder.

**Coffee:**
A classic scent we all know and love is proven to help boost sales in many businesses.

**Coffee Chocolate:**
A sweet coffee aroma with an unmistakable undertone of chocolate.

**Cola:**
Scent of cola bottle sweets and cola cubes which create a great nostalgic effect.

If you can’t see what you’re looking for in our catalogue of off-the-shelf scents, please don’t hesitate to contact us as our scent specialists will be happy to discuss your requirements and formulate a bespoke fragrance to suit your requirements.
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Fresh Orange:
A refreshing blend of bitter and sweet orange juice.

Ginger Beer:
A dry and spicy ginger aroma from this classic drink.

Iced Lemon:
A strong lemon aroma similar to a sorbet.

Lemonade:
A subtle lemon tone with a sweet fizz.

Malted Barley:
A scent of barley being prepared for brewing.

Orange (Seville):
This is the scent of the sweet Seville orange flesh.

Sweet Shop

Aniseed Balls:
A strong, aniseed aroma just like aniseed balls.

Bubble Gum:
The sweet and fruity aroma of bubblegum.

Candy Floss:
A sweet and sugary aroma.

Caramel Toffee:
The indulgent scent of a fresh batch of caramel toffees.

Chewing Gum:
A crisp and fresh minty aroma.

Cinder Toffee:
A well known honeycomb treat with lots of sugary depth.
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Fruity Sweets:
The fruity mixture of scents from a freshly opened bag of fruit jelly sweets.

Ice Cream:
A subtle, sweet, vanilla aroma.

Jelly Beans:
A sweet aroma with strong fruity tones.

Liquorice:
A scent that is based on the liquorice root.

Parma Violets:
A sweet perfumed scent just like the old fashioned sweet.

Pear Drops:
A sweet and rich tone that smells just like the hard boiled sweets.

Spearmint:
A minty fresh scent with a sweet undertone just like spearmint chews.

Toffee Apple:
A sweet scent with heaps of sweet toffee and crisp apples.

Transport

New Car:
A strong hearty aroma of a new car with a fresh leather interior.

Steam/Oil/Ships:
A strong scent of machinery and coal on a steam powered vessel.

Steam/Oil/Trains:
A similar scent to steam ships, but stronger and with a more synthetic scent.

Steam Train:
A strong aroma of coal and oil on a working locomotive.

Tarmac:
The strong scent of tar with deep bitumen undertones.

Train Smoke:
A strong and long lasting aroma with hints of coal and a very smoky undertone.
Scent & Aromas

Tyres:
The scent of fresh rubber used for tyres.

Trees, Plants & Garden

Cut Grass:
A strong scented blend with full bodied top and undertones that smells just like freshly cut grass.

Earthy:
The earthy tone you can smell when weeding the borders.

Fermented Fruit:
A bitter aroma with hints of fermented rhubarb.

Forest:
This scent has a mixture of fern, pine and leaves with a slightly earthy tone.

Garden Shed:
This woody and earthy scent is remarkably close to a garden shed with musty undertones.

Gorse:
This pleasing floral scent from the gorse blossom is a promise of warm summers to come.

Jasmine:
A calming, aromatic scent with strong floral tones.

Leaves:
An aroma that has been aimed at fresh leaves.

Lilac:
This is a sweet and full bodied scent with berry like aroma tones.

Oak:
This is the scent of an old oak tree, deep and wholesome.
Scent & Aromas

Peat:
An earthy, pleasant scent with a fresh rich aroma.

Pine:
A strong scent of pine needles and sap.

Roses:
A sweet, deeply floral fragrance of fresh rose petals.

Sweet Pea:
A distinctive floral fragrance with a strong top note.

If you can’t see what you’re looking for in our catalogue of off-the-shelf scents, please don’t hesitate to contact us as our scent specialists will be happy to discuss your requirements and formulate a bespoke fragrance to suit your requirements.
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